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Spend Momentum to:

Keep it Up: Immediately take an action 
after completing an action

Seize the Spotlight: Take the spotlight 
from an NPC

No You Don’t: Cancel GM Momentum 
spend (costs 2 Momentum)

Catch A Break: Recover an action token  
(once per session)

Spend Reserves to:

Sure Gamble: Replace a test result 
before rolling

Second Wind: Recover an action token  
(5–8: Yellow, 9–10: Green)

Gain Momentum: Gain 1 Momentum  
(2 Reserves that total 10)

Take Cover: After combat action, take 
cover


	Name: Seth Maddox
	Profession: Investigator
	Experience: 
	Abilities: Bioroid: Spend experience points to add +1 to a single die total per experience point spent.Bioroid: Gain +2d10 on tests made to overcome or deal with poison, toxins, suffocation or exhaustion.Investigator: When you make a test to gather information, question others, or put pieces of a puzzle together, you may spend a Reserve to gain +1d10 on it.
	Talents: Bounty hunter - During the Intro or Act I, you can designate one NPC as your Bounty. You gain +1d10 on opposed tests against them, and if you can bring them in during the Outro, you gain one additional Reserve during the next session.Law enforcement - You suffer -2d10 on social tests with criminals or anyone who would have a reason to distrust cops. - You can spend a reserve to get access to any location (within reason), or requisition some equipment you might need.Bodyguard - When an ally within melee range is hit by an attack, spend a Momentum or a Reserve, and you count as having been the target of the attack. The attack is still successful, and damage is rolled, but add +2 to your RESOLUTE for resisting the damage.
	Origin: Bioroid
	Qualities 1: Stun
	Qualities 2: Reliable
	Weapon 2: Heavy pistol
	Armour: Subdermal light armour
	Mods: 
	Weapon 1: Stun Pistol
	Cybernetics: 
	Equipment: EarlinkAR GlassesDumb-BoxPolice badgeNet-box (WETnet, Firewall): When using a Net-Box, you gain +1d10 to tests made to research a topic or consult it for information. However, it tracks everything you do and has a GPS that reports to the Neo York government's central AI.
	Genemods: 
	Clever: 3
	Dramatic: 2
	Empathetic: 2
	Fast: 2
	Resolute: 4
	Sneaky: 2
	Violent: 4
	Cred Rating: 1d10
	Reserves 6: X
	Reserves 5: 
	Reserves 4: 
	Reserves 3: 
	Reserves 2: 
	Reserves 1: 
	Reload 1: X
	Range 1: Close
	Damage 2: 4d10
	Reload 2: 2
	Range 2: Close
	Damage 1: X
	Cautious: 3
	Bonus: +1


